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University of Aberdeen Creates Low Carbon Shared
Services Data Centre Facility.

Founded in 1495 the University of Aberdeen is at the forefront 
of teaching, learning and discovery. As one of the UK’s most
prestigious University’s it has consistently produced graduates of
exceptional capability. The University of Aberdeen is an ambitious,
research-driven university with a global outlook and is committed 
to excellence in everything it does.

Client Situation

As part of a joint venture between the University of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen College, Robert Gordon University and Banff and Buchan
College it was agreed to create a “Shared Services” data centre
facility. 

The existing data centre located at the Edward Wright Building on
the University of Aberdeen’s campus was the preferred location.
This data centre was approximately 23 years old supporting the
University’s core ICT services. This facility had enough space for the
combined rack count but was out dated and lacked the required
power, cooling capacity, defined installation standards, subject to
adhoc growth and suffered from a PUE of 2.6.

An open prequalification was published in 2011 and following
successful shortlisting Workspace Technology was invited to tender
in late 2011/ 2012. The project was complex and involved
renovation of the Edward Wright facility whilst maintaining essential
computing services for the University across a full academic year. 
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Industry Leading Energy Performance

Freecool® Evaporative Free Air Cooling by
Workspace Technology was deployed as the primary
cooling technology for the University. Freecool® is the
industry leading Evaporative Free Air Cooling
designed to deliver PUE performance figures of less
than 1.15.

The solution was designed to support a maximum
critical load of 420kW N+1 with an initial deployment
of eleven Freecool® units supporting a day one
cooling capacity of 300kW N+1. The solution was
carefully designed to maximise energy efficiency for
the University. Workspace Technology’s Freecool®

solution offers essential features that differentiate the
technology from other direct fresh air based systems.

Dual Filtration – The solution has been implemented
with a combination of G3 and G4 air intake filtration
systems designed to eliminate potential data centre
contamination. A simple “filter wall” reduces time to
replace filters during quarterly service visits.

“Atemperation™” – Workspace Technology
implemented its “intelligent” atemperation™ system
for the University which accurately mixes a percentage
of hot exit air with cold intake air to produce a stable
equipment intake temperature irrespective of external
ambient conditions. This is achieved through a series
of air dampers and variable speed low energy fans
mounted within a customized “mixing box” and
controlled via a Schneider Electric Crouzet PLC
control system. 

Mixing Box Arrangement Filtration Wall

Dynamic Mode Temperature Control – Unlike
conventional cooling systems that typically require
equipment intake temperatures to be increased to
support free cool mode, Workspace Technology’s
Freecool® system can be configured in “Dynamic”
mode.  This mode of operation allows cold aisle
temperatures of 18°C for the vast majority of the
operating period without any compromise in energy
efficiency. By reducing equipment inlet air temperature
power demands of server fans will reduce whilst
improving equipment reliability*. During warmer
external ambient conditions the Freecool® system
simply allows the temperature to gradually rise falling
back again as external temperatures reduce.

*Results will depend on equipment age and type 
of fan.

In Dynamic Mode the Freecool® control system can
also be programmed to gradually (within the rate of
change parameters defined by ASHREA) ramp up /
down temperature to ensure humidity levels are
maintained within class A1 data centre operating
modes (10% to 80% RH).
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Fan Power With the exception of the PLC controller the only power
consumed by the Freecool® system is fan power. Workspace
Technology carefully selected energy efficiency EC Blue fans
manufactured by EDM Papst for the University. EC Blue fans use
significantly less energy than conventional fan technology.  
EC stands for Electronically Commutated where the fan is fitted with
a permanent magnet motor (PMM).

EC technology enables continuous adjustment of the fan speed to
the meet the cooling demands of the University’s data centre. Each
fan is individually speed controlled via the Freecool® PLC control
system. Freecool® fan selections for the University are oversized and
support N+1 resilience. This approach ensures that fan speeds are
automatically reduced. Because motor power associated with EC
fans varies with the cube of the motor speed any reduction in fan
speed results in an energy savings. For example a 20% reduction in
fan speed results in 49 % energy savings. This approach has been
undertaken by Workspace Technology expert data centre design
team for the University.

Benefits over EC Fans over Traditional Fan Technology:

� Reduced Energy Consumption

� Significant noise reduction

� Intelligent electronic control

� No need for additional motor protection

� Remote monitoring via ModBus
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FlexAisle® Vendor Neutral Aisle Containment

As part of the managed airflow architecture and to help maximise
temperature control and minimise fan energy Workspace Technology
deployed “FlexAisle®” its multivendor aisle containment system as
part of the data centre solution. 

A combined cold and hot aisle return plenum “HARP” was deployed
for the University. The complete arrangement was self-supporting
allowing the simple installation and removal of equipment racks
without the need to dismantle aisle containment systems.
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Schneider Electric Integration Partner

Workspace Technology designed and implemented a Tier II electrical
installation for the University. 

Electrical Design – Workspace Technology’s in house data centre
design team used AMTECH ProDesign electrical design package as
part of the pre installation design process to ensure appropriate
cable sizes, discrimination, breaker ratings and settings were
implemented for the University.

By using AMTECH ProDesign, Workspace Technology’s engineers
are able to ensure both reliability and electrical safety for the
University.

Switchgear – Designed by our in house data centre team all
switchgear was supplied as part of this project. Installed systems
were manufactured by Schneider Electric incorporating PM750 full
function meter technology combined with an EGX100 Modbus over
TCP gateway to allow for remote energy monitoring. 

APC by Schneider Electric Symmetra PX250/500 UPS – 
In order to meet the levels of redundancy within the limited footprint
Workspace Technology deployed APC’s Symmetra PX250/500 UPS
system for the University of Aberdeen. Designed to expand up to
500kW the Symmetra PX is a true modular system engineered to
ensure easy and efficient serviceability. The Symmetra PX
architecture scales power and runtime to enable the system to be
expanded in a modular cost effective fashion in line with the
University’s critical load growth demands. The Symmetra PX is made
up of dedicated and redundant modules which include power,
intelligence, battery and bypass functions.

The Symmetra PX serves the University’s entire data centre. With
excellent manageability the Symmetra PX features self-diagnostics
and standardized modules which help reduce human error and
result in increased reliability for the University.
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Power Generation

Workspace Technology’s Power Generation Division supplied a
600KVA generator set designed with MTU low emission engine,
Stamford Alternator and Deep Sea Controls.

Product Features

� Long life robust design

� High stiffness (low powertrain bending)

� Best in class Noise, Vibrations, Harshness (NVH) behaviour

The selected MTU engine is fully compliant to the latest emission
meeting both EU- and US-regulatory requirements.

Workspace Technology Power Generation included a 24 hour fuel
and associated components fuel systems, including, fuel-water
separators, pump, tanks level sensing equipment and dump valve.

The system replaced the existing generator that no longer had
sufficient capacity to support the new data centre.



I.T Infrastructure

As part of the installation Workspace Technology deployed 70 x APX
NetShelter SX multivendor equipment racks, APC intelligent metered
rack PDU’s and Belden Cat6A I/O rack to rack cabling links.

Equipment Rack – The APC NetShelter is a multi-functional rack
enclosure designed to meet a wide range of applications. With an
excellent focus on power distribution, cable management,
environmental monitoring and cooling, the NetShelter enclosure
provides the University with a reliable rack environment to support
mission critical equipment. 

The racks were combined with under floor cable baskets and trays
designed to manage both power and data cables.

Intelligent PDU’s – Workspace Technology supplied and installed
APC’s Intelligent Rack Power Distribution Units (PDUs) as part of the
overall solution for the University. The products enable user
customizable power control and metering functions. Workspace
Technology integrated the PDU’s with the Data Centre Infrastructure
Management System programming thresholds to help avoid circuit
overload. The PDU systems include current and real power
monitoring; they also support a temperature/humidity sensor port,
and have locking IEC receptacles fitted for additional cable security.  

Structured Cabling – Workspace Technology installed Belden
10GX cabling for the University of Aberdeen. The Belden IBDN 10GX
System is specifically designed to support mission critical needs of
data centres. Workspace Technology is a Certified Systems Vendors
for Belden, the solution was supplied with a full 25 Year System
Warranty.
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Data Centre Infrastructure Management

Workspace Technology installed APC’s StruxureWare Data Centre
Expert a vendor-neutral, scalable monitoring system which collects,
organizes, and distributes critical alerts, and provides the University
with a unified view of the data centre infrastructure from anywhere on
their network.

Complete Integration & Support Services

Workspace Technology is one of the UK’s leading independent Data
Centre, Design, Build & Management companies. Workspace
Technology works for both private and public sector clients across
the UK and has an extensive customer base in Scotland.  

This project was challenging, in particular the necessity to maintain the
existing services which could not be decamped during the project. 

These issues were readily resolved by Workspace Technology’s
Project Team and lead to the eventual and successful completion of
the project in the spring of 2013. On commissioning the PUE was
registered at >1.15 proving the effectiveness of Workspace
Technology Freecool® technology.

A planned preventative maintenance programme for the complete
Freecool® and associated data centre installation backed up with
emergency callout for unplanned failures has been implemented for
the University. 

The StruxureWare Data Centre Expert was combined with APC’s
StruxureWare for Data Centres which is a management software
suite designed to collect and manage the University’s data centre’s
assets. The DCIM installation has been designed to optimize the
University’s data centre performance and to help meet its IT,
business and service oriented goals. 
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Workspace set out to deliver what we felt was a very
ambitious programme of work with a targeted PUE of
1.2.  As an institute the highest risk we faced was
unplanned down time as Workspace unravelled 23
years of adhoc, uncontrolled growth.  It is a testament
to their professionalism that we only suffered 20
minutes of unplanned down time for 50 out of our
20,000 users.  

Workspace worked with us to ensure major transition
work occurred during student break periods thus
helping us to minimise impact to them and the rest of
the University. 

We and the joint venture partners have been very
pleased with the standard of the build and delighted
that our PUE is less than 1.15 during the summer.  
We have been left with a data centre that is fit for
purpose and provides a secure foundation from which
to deliver IT services to the HE and FE sector in the
North East of Scotland.

Peter Esson 
Data Centre & Operations Manager
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Approved “Endorser” EU “Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency”

Workspace Technology’s “Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design”.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a valued
customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a partnership
approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient solutions has made
us the preferred choice for many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an enthusiastic and
refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes performance and service to
new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Workspace Technology’s Data Centre Solutions division offer clients
Data Centre, Server and Communications Room solutions and
services which are “Energy Efficient by Design”. By engaging you and
taking the time to understand the business and performance related
issues Workspace Technology is able to effectively address the
demands of your business.


